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EQUIVARIANTFIXED POINT INDEX AND
FIXED POINT TRANSFER IN NONZERO DIMENSIONS
CARLOS PRIETO AND HANNO ULRICH
Abstract.
Dold's fixed point index and fixed point transfer are generalized for
certain coincidence situations, namely maps which change the "equivariant dimension." Those invariants change the dimension correspondingly. A formula
for the index of a situation over a space with trivial group action is exhibited.
For the transfer, a generalization of Dold's Lefschetz-Hopf trace formula is
proved.

0. Introduction
0.0. For fixed point situations

Ed V—f—>E

B
where £->ß
is an ENRB , V is open and / is compactly fixed, i.e. Fix(/) =
{v £ V\f{v) = v} —>B is proper, Dold defined in [Do2] a fixed point index
/(/) which lives in the zeroth group h°iB) for a generalized cohomology theory
h. In [Do3] he defined a fixed point transfer f.: À*(Fix(/)) —>A*(5), which

is related to the index by the formula fy(l) = /(/),

1 G A°(Fix(/)), where h

means "cechification" of h . In this paper we consider more general situations,
namely if G is a compact Lie group we take

N xEd

V—^—MxF

where E —>B is a G- ENRß , M, N are real C7-modules, V is open and Ginvariant and / is equivariant and compactly fixed, i.e. Fix(/) = {(y, e) £

V\fiy,e) = iO,e)}^B
is proper.
In §1 we construct a transfer xf: hGiX) —>h*+PiB) for h*Gany JRO(G)graded (multiplicative) cohomology theory and p = [M]-[N] £ ROiG), where
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X is any ( C7-invariant) neighborhood of Fix(/). If as Dold does, we define
A*(Fix(/)) = limxh*GiX) we have also xf: Ä*(Fix(/)) - hG+PiB).
In §2 we study the index /(/) G hGiB), which relates to the transfer through
the formula /(/) = xA I) = x, (1) for 1 g hJX), and measures the existence
of fixed points, namely of elements of Fix(/). From the properties of the
transfer, we see that the index has the expected properties. There we exhibit a
formula which in the case of a trivial (7-action on B describes /(/) in terms
of the indices of the restrictions of / to the (finitely many) parts of V of only
one orbit type.
In §3 we prove a Lefschetz-Hopf theorem which generalizes the trace formula of [Do3]. There the transfer for certain fixed point situations evaluated in
suitable elements is computed as a trace of an adequate endomorphism, which
changes dimensions. To that end we resume all theoretical background which
Dold already formulated in [Do3, 6]. In fact, after stating the theorem conveniently, most of Dold's proof goes through in this case. As a matter of fact, a
special case of this proof can be found in the second edition of Dold's book

[Do,].
To finish the paper we state in a very succinct form the relationship of these
ideas to Becker-Gottlieb's duality-transfer [BG]. They generalize work therein
made by Waner [Wa].
Literature on i?0(G)-graded equivariant cohomology would be [Ko, LMM,
LMS or Pr2], for instance.
As a last comment I would like to mention that Ize, Massabö and Vignoli
have developed in [IMV], a degree for equivariant maps, which, in their finite
dimensional case, can easily be obtained from our index, thus, inheriting also the
corresponding properties from those of the index. They succeed in computing
it in certain cases, when the group acting is the circle S .

1. THE EQUIVARIANT TRANSFER

In this section we shall give the definition and properties of the transfer.

1.0. Let G be a compact Lie group and B a metric space with a continuous
action of G—a metric t7-space, for short—(alternatively, we may assume as
in [Ul] that B instead of metric is paracompact, and its topology is compactly
generated).

1.1. Definition. Let F be a G-space and p: E —>B a continuous G-map.
p: E —»B is called a G-euclidean neighborhood retract over B, a G-ENRfi , if
there exist a G-module L, i.e. a finite dimensional real representation of G, a
G-invariant open set U c L x B and G-maps i: E —>U, r: U -* E over B,
such that projBo / = p , por = proj5 and roi = id£ . (For general properties

of G-ENR„s see[Ul].)
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We shall be interested in the following coincidence situations:

NxEDV
(1-2)

-U

p°proj£ \

MxE
/poproj£

B
where p: E -» B is a G-ENRß , M and tV are G-modules, V is an invariant
open subset of N x E and / is compactly fixed, i.e. if we consider the set (of
coincidences) Fix(/) = {(y, e) £ V\fiy, e) = (0, e)} , then the restriction map
Fix(/) —>B is proper, that is, it is closed and its fibers are compact. Let h*G
be an i?0(G)-graded G-equivariant cohomology theory; e.g. KG = equivariant
.K-theory, G-FIX* = equivariant stable cohomotopy [Pr2], HG = ordinary
i?0(G)-graded cohomology [LMM], etc. In order to define the transfer, we
shall first consider a special case, namely, we assume E = LxB .
Since F = Fix(/) cVcNxLxB
is proper, then it has a tubular neighborhood (see [Pr3]), namely there exists a G-invariant function

p: 5^R+

= (0,+oc)

such that F c B = {iy, b) £ N x L x B\\\y\\ < pib)} , where we may assume
without loss of generality that tY x L is provided with an invariant metric.
Let, moreover, X be any G-invariant open neighborhood of F = Fix(/) in
V and consider the following sequence of G-maps (of pairs):
(MxL,MxL-0)xX

II
(X,X-F)
t\ w

I1-')

(TVxE, N x E-B)
1(2)
(N x E, N xE -0)

i(1)

-> (N x E, NxE-

('~/'id)l (M xE,MxE-0)xBX

F)

II

{NxL,NxL-0)xB

After applying hG , the vertical arrows (1) and (2) become isomorphisms, since
(1) is an excision and (2) a homotopy equivalence (on the second space). Thus
we obtain the following homomorphism:

(1.4)

hGHMxL, MxL-0)xX)^h*GHNxL,

NxL-0)xB).

Since hGHM xL,MxL-0)xX)^
hG~({M]+[LX)
iX), and correspondingly,
h*GHNxL,N xL-0)xB)^
hG~{[N]+lL])(5)(see e.g. [Pr2]), 1.4 determines
(after reindexing) homomorphisms
(1.5)

xXf:hGiX)^hG+[MX-[N\B)

called transfers of /.

(1.6)

In particular, we have in one extreme the transfer

xf: hUE) " hGiN x E) -, hfí+[M]~lN]iB)
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obtained by composing (any) x f with the restriction h*GiE) = h*GiNx E) —>
h*GiX), as well as, after passing to the limit with respect to X (cf. [Do3]) the
minimal transfer

(1.7)

xf:hGiFixif))^hG+[M]-[N\B)

through which all other transfers factor, that is, x, = x*o res, where res: h*GiX)

—>hGi¥ixif))

(1.8)

is the map into the limit. This shows in particular that

Fix(/) = <¡>
=*■xXf= 0 for every X c N x E.

(This follows also directly from (1.3).)
There is also a relative transfer for any invariant A c B, such that Fix(/)
does not meet any of the fibers over A, i.e. (TVx EJ n Fix(/) = <j>if EA =

p~xiA)cE.

It is

(1.9)

xXf:hGiX)^hG+[M]-miB,A)

for every X and (1.5) factors through it

hUX)—í->hG+[M]7[N\B)

1

*+lM]-[N],
*h*g+lMi~iniiB,A)
g

The transfer has the following properties:

1.10. Units. If s: B -» E is a section of p and k: E —>M x E is defined by
kie) = i0,spie)), then xk = s* : h*GisB)2 A*(fi) if M = 0 and xk = 0 i/
M^¿0.
D
1.11. Pullbacks. Let B' be metric and ß: B' -> B be a continuous G-map. If
f is compactly fixed over B, then its pullback over ß, f : V' —►
M x E1, has a
transfer x.,, which makes the diagram

hGiFixif) -Ü-» hGi¥ixif))
(1.12)

t/
/!*+/,(5)

commutative, where ß: Fixif)

ROiG).

-^

—>Fix(/)

h*+PiB')
is induced by ß and p = [M]-[N]

£

D

As a special case of 1.11, we obtain

1.13. Homotopy. If g: W —»N x E ,W c M x E, is compactly fixed over
B x /, vvAereE -> B x I is a G- ENRßx/ and if gt: Wt -, N x Et is the part
of g over B x {/} « B, then the following diagram commutes:
hGi¥ixig))

->

h*+PiB x I) ->

hGiFixigt))

h^PiB)
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where p = [M] - [N] g ROiG) and the isomorphism at the bottom is induced
by the obvious homotopy equivalence between B and B x I. D
1.14. Stability. If P is a G-module and e: P -> P is a constant map ie.g.
e = 0), then ex f: PxV —>PxM xE is compactly fixed and, after identifying
Fix(e x /) = {0} x Fix(/) with Fix(f), we have xexf = xf: /z^(Fix(/)) ->
hG+PiB). D

There is also a commutativity property for the transfer, which allows us to
pass to general G- ENRBs. It is as follows:

1.15. Commutativity. Let E = L x B -> B and E' = if x B —»B and let
U c N x E, and U' c E' be open and invariant. If f: U -, M x E' and
g: U' —>E are G-maps over B such that

NxEDfXiMx

U') (1"xg)/, M x E

is compactly fixed, then also

NxE'dJnx

g)~XiU) f{l"Xg\ MxÉ

is compactlyfixed, and if p = [M] - [N] £ ROiG), the transfer
x{Xxg)f:hGi¥ixiilxg)f))^hG+PiB)
coincides with the composition

hG(Fix((l x g)f)) S Ä*(Fix(/(l x g))) ^^U

h*G+PiB),

where the isomorphism is given by a homeomorphism.
Proof. There is a homeomorphism

NxEd

Fix((l x g)f) « Fix(/(1 x g)) c N x É

given by (y, e) •-»(y, fjy,

e)) if fy,

inverse is given by (y, e) —»(y, gie')),

e) = (/t (y, e), f2(y, e)) e M x É . Its
as one may easily check.

Let
NxExgE'

DU xBU' ^M

xExBE'

be given by y(«, u) = (/,(«), giu), /2(w)), where /(«) = (/,(«), f2(u)) £
M x E . We use the homotopy invariance to show that x = f(lx ., and that
xy = Tf(ixg)'

We use first the deformation

yt(u, u) = (fx(u), tgfju) + (1 - t)giu), fju)).
A fixed point (u, u) of yt satisfies ytiu, u) = (0, u2, u) (w = (w,, w2) g
N x E), i.e. /(w) = 0, u = /2(w) and u2 = tgf2iu) + (1 - t)g{u), hence
w2= g(u') = gf2iu). Therefore

Fix(yr) = {(«, m')|mg Fix((l x g)f), u = f2iu)} « Fix((l x g)f ,
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thus it lies properly over B. Consequently x = f

=f

. But

yju, u') = ifxiu), gf2iu),f2iu)) = Hl x g)fiu), fju)),
thus yx is the restriction of

N x E xB E D U xB E —, TVx E xgE ,

Siu,e) = iJM x g)fu),

fju)).

But ô may be deformed by

Sliu,u') = HlMxg)fiu),il-t)f2iu)).
A fixed point of ôt satisfies /,(«) = 0, gf2iu) = u, (1 - t)f2iu) = u , so that
U, Fix(r5() is the image of
Fix((lxg)/)x[0,l]^c/xfiF',

iu,t)^iu,J-t)f2iu))
whence it lies properly over B. Hence xn „„,f = xx =xs

By the symmetry of y , we also have xy = t~,

x ,.

=x

.

n

We are now in position to state the

1.16. Proposition and Definition. If p: E —>B is any G-ENR5, M and N are
G-modules and V c N x E is open and invariant, then every continuous map
f: V —>M x E admits a decomposition

over B, where U is open in NxLxB
fixed, then so also is
g = ilMx

a)ß:

for some G-module L. If f is compactly
U' -» M xLxB

where U' is the open subset of U such that JM x a)ß

is defined there. So,

x : Äg(Fix(/)) —>h*G
iB) is defined. Moreover, x depends only on f
and not on the decomposition f = ßJN x a). Hence we define x, by

(D)

hG(Fix(/)) a hGiFixig)) -X hG+PiB).

Again, this transfer has the properties 1.10 through 1.15, as well as the following additional properties:

1.17. Additivity. If V = V{U V2 is a union of open sets such that fx2 = f\ Vxn V2
iand f) is compactly fixed, then fx = f\Vx as well as f2 = f\V2 are compactly

fixed and
xf = xAi* + xfC2 - xfnCX2:h*GiFixif)) ^ hG+"iB),
where i : Fix(/)

-» Fix(/)

and iX2: Fix(/12) —,Fix(/)

are the inclusions.

G
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1.18. Multiplicativity.// /: V -> M x E and f : V' -> M' x É, V c N x
E, V' c N' x E', are both compactlyfixed over B, then f*Bf:VxBV'^
iM x E) xB iM' x E') = (tW ® M') x (F xß E1) is also compactly fixed. Also
Fix(/ xB /') « Fix(/) xB Fixif) and

where z £ h*G(Fix(/)), z £ ^(Fix(/)).

D

1.19. hGiB) as a ground ring, x, : h*GiX)—►
h*fPiB), as wellas x,: hG(Fixif))
-* hG+PiB) are both homomorphisms of hGiB)-modules, i.e.

xfx - p*\b))= xxfx)- b
if p: X —>B is the restriction of N x E —>B, and analogously for x f.
y
This follows from the fact that all maps inducing x f are maps over B.

D

As a particular case of 1.19 (by taking x = 1 G hGiX)), we obtain that the
composition

(1.20)

hGiB)^hGiX)^Lh*+PiB)

is multiplication by t,(1)

(1.21)

G hGiB), as is also the composition

hGiB)^1 hGiFixif)) -X hG+PiB)

multiplication by xAl) £ hGiB).

2. The equivariant

index

In this section, we define the index and show some of its properties. For a
situation such as (1.2) we have
2.1. Definition. For any G-invariant neighborhood
morphism

(2.2)

X of Fix(/),

the homo-

If: hGiB) -, hGiX) ^L hG+PiB),

where the first arrow is induced by the projection I-»5,
does not depend
on X and is called the index homomorphism of /. If we assume that h*Gis a
multiplicative theory, then hGiB) is a commutative ring with 1 and f is a ho-

momorphism of modules over hGiB). Therefore, f

is completely determined

by the element

(2.3)

Iif) = IfH)ehl¿í]-[N]iB)

which we call the index of /. 2.2 and 2.3 are generalizations of the corresponding concepts in [Do2 and PrJ and as in those cases, we have corresponding
properties of If and /(/), which follow from those of the transfer. We list

some of them.
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2.4. Localization in E. If W is open in V and Fix(/) c W, then f\ W is
compactlyfixed and f,w = I f, as well as Iif\W) = I if). D
2.5. Localization in B. The index homomorphism factors as follows:
hGiB)^hG+[M]-iN\B,A)^hG+[M]-[N\B)

for any closed invariant subspace A of B such that Fix(/) c N x Lx (ß - A).

Hence the index /(/)

lives, in fact, in h*G

\B,A).

D

2.6. We have also the properties Additivity, Units, Pullbacks, Homotopy Invariance and Commutativity, which follow directly from 1.17., 1.10., 1.11., 1.13.
and 1.15., respectively, as one easily checks. The reader should figure out the
corresponding statements.

2.7. Remark. An equivariant cohomology theory which qualifies for defining
the index is equivariant stable cohomotopy (see e.g. [Ko]) or its fixed point
theoretical version G- FIX*. There, the index is a complete invariant up to
homotopy and every element in the theory is realizable as the index of a suitable
situation. In fact, for G-FIX* we have /(/) = [/] G G-FlX[M]~lN\B) (see
[Ul or Pr2]).
2.8. Remark. Let B = {*} and E = Rn (with the trivial action of G). Given
an equivariant map

NxR." DV -^MxR."
such that g~ (0) is compact (i.e. if g can be extended to the closure V, then
it has no zeroes on the boundary of V), define the degree of g by

deg(£) = /(/' - g) e G-FlXlM]-[N\j

<*StabG(S", SM),

where StabG(S , S ) denotes the group of equivariant stable homotopy classes
of G-maps from the one-point compactification of the G-module tV into the
one-point compactification of the G-module M. (It is a fact easy to prove that
this degree coincides with the stabilization of the one defined in [IMV].)

2.9. Before concluding this section, let us write some formulas which allow
us to compute the index in some cases. Compare [Ul] for details (which are
essentially the same as for the case of degree zero). In what follows we shall
assume that B has trivial G-action. We recall the following

2.10. Theorem (cf. [Ul, II.6.8]). Let p: E -» B be a G-ENRß over G-trivial
base space B. Then there exists a finite filtration cf>= E0 c Ex c ■■• C Er_x c
Er = E by closed G- ENRB-subspaces ior, equivalently, by G-cofibrations over
B) such that Ei - Et_x is the union of all orbits of E of a fixed type. D
The following lemma will also be of interest in the sequel.
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2.11. Lemma (cf. [Ul, III.5.2]). Let f:V
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-» M x E be a compactly fixed

G-map over a G-trivial space B, V c N x E, and let D c E be a closed
G-ENRB-subspace such that f(V n (tV x D)) c M x D. Then, the G-map

fD: VD -> M x D, VD = V n (tV x D), fD = f\VD, is compactlyfixed and
the difference I if) - /(/

) is the index of a compactly fixed map fD, partially

defined on N x (F - D) over B.
Proof. Because of the localization in E, 2.4, we may restrict / to an open
G-invariant V such that its closure V in NxE lies properly over B . V and
VD are G- ENRB-spaces, thus the inclusion VD c V is a G-cofibration. Hence
there is a G-deformation dt of V over B, relative to VD , such that dxxiVD)
is a G-neighborhood of V . We may also assume that dt remains stationary
outside of a neighborhood of F , by modulating it via an equivariant separating function for the closure U of a neighborhood U and the complement
V -W of a larger neighborhood W of VD in V. f o d( : V -> M x E is hence
a G-homotopy of / over B, relative to VD U (K - W). Its fixed point set is
a closed subset of W x I u Fix(/) x / in V x I, and since W lies properly
over B , then it is compactly fixed. Consequently, lifdj
= I if). On the other
hand, using the additivity of the index,

Iifdx) = Iifdx\U) + Iifdx\iV-VD)),
since the fixed points of fdx are either in V or outside of U.
Finally, since the restriction of fd{ to U lands into the G- ENRß D, an
easy application of the commutativity shows that its index coincides with the
index of the restriction fdx\UD: UD -, M x D, UD = U n (tV x D), but this
last is equal to / . D

2.12. If X is any G-space, H c G is a closed subgroup and (//) is its conjugation class, we shall use the following notation:

X" = {x£X\GxdH},

Xyn>

{X £ X\iGJ D ill)} ,

X" = {X£X\GX^H},

X{K)

{x£X\iGJHH)},

XH = {X£X\GX = H},

X

{x£X\iGJ = iH)},

where (//) c (A") means H is contained in some conjugate of K. Hence
X„ = XH - X- and X(H) = X(H) - Xw .
The difference sets of 2.10 consist of orbits of the same type, say Hi■c G.

So, Ei - Ei_x = E(H), where (.//,) -< (/72) -<•••-<

(/F) are the different

orbit types. The spaces F( '' and F("¿) are closed G-ENRB-subspaces. If
/: V -> MxE, V open in N x E, is a compactly fixed G-map over a G-trivial
base space B, and M, N are trivial G-modules (say M = Rm , N = R"), then
it induces the following G-equivariant situations:
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V,-w

Vi-\

M x Ei

y-

MxE^

4

V.i-l , c7Vx£. i-i ,

k

fW

y (Hi)

Mx£(w<)

/
V (A)

V.cNxE.

vWcNxeW

/
-■►

M x £ («;)

v (7/,)cNxE

(//,.)

By Lemma 2.11, /(/,.) - /(/._, ) is the index of a map which we shall call fiH,,

defined on F(//) =E¡—E¡_i = F ''—Er—*'.The deformation ú?(of Vi relative
to Vi-\ gives, when restricted to V(Hi), a G-deformation of F(ff,) relative to

V(--]. So, the difference Iif"']) - IifK']) is the index of the restriction of
ifdxy >' to V,H, and the shrinking of this map Xo M x E,H) is precisely our

f,H,. Therefore

/(/)-/(/_,)
and since /(/) = £. /(/)

- /(/_!)

= Iif(H'])-Iifm)
we have

2.13. Theorem (cf. [Ul, III.5.4]). Let f: V -►Rw x E, be a compactlyfixed
G-map over a G-trivial base space B. Then

Iif) = *ZiIifH)) - IifiK)))£ h^iB),
the sum taken over the finitely many orbit types around Fix(/).
3. A Lefschetz-Hopf

D

theorem

3.0. In this section we shall prove a theorem which permits us to compute the
transfer in some cases as a trace of a suitable homomorphism. This theorem is
a generalization of the corresponding theorem (6.18) in [Do3] and as well, §6

and especially Lemmas (6.7), (6.10), (6.12) and (6.13) shall be used. We shall
use also all notation of the preceding sections.

3.1. Theorem (cf. [Do3, (6.18)]). Let f: N x V' -» M x E and let V' c E
open and invariant, be a compactly fixed G-map over B such that its image
fiN x V1) is contained in M x K for some invariant subset K c V' which is

proper and hG-flatover B. If f is such that f ' (0 x K) n (N x K) c B x K for
a ball B c N, then the composite homomorphism

hGiK)SiÄC(Bx K) -f hGiFixif))-X hcJB),
where j: Fix(/) cRx
xfjia)

K, is given by the following trace formula

= trace[x

~ a ~ (/|A)v(x)]

G /iG2|+1A/]-[A'1(Jß),

where we denote by (/| K)v the following homomorphism of degree [M] - [N] £

ROiG) definedby f: N x K - M x K
hGiK) S hGHM, M-0)xK)^

hGÜN, N-B)xK)=-

hGiK)
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isince fxiOxK)P\iNxK)cBxK,

f maps (N-B)xK

In other words, the image of a £ hGiK) under xf
hGiB)-endomorphism

into iM-0)xK).

is the trace of the composite

hGÍK)jn^hGiK)^hGiK).
In particular, the index /(/)

equals the trace of if\K)v:

~hGiK)-* hGiK).

Proof. We assume E = Lx B. Since BxActVxF
is proper there exists a
tube Ba c N x E around B x K. Let X be a small open neighborhood of K
in V' and consider the diagram

iNxE,

NxE-BJ^

iNxE,NxE-BxK)

iN,N-B)xiE,E-K)
U

(Ar, N - B) x iX, X - K) ('~/,ld)» iM, M - 0) x (F, E - 0) xfl X
I (projj,/)

iX,X -K)xBiM,M

{ (-id)x(d,iq)

-0)xK^iM,M-0)xiX,X-K)xBK

where X is so small that / maps (TV- B) x X into (M - 0) x K (cf. the

assumptions), and dix, k) = x - k, <jf(x,k) = k, i: K c X.
The square is as in [Do3, (6.18)] not commutative, but by op. cit. (6.12) it
becomes commutative after application of hG. Let Ç £ hGiX) and chase the
element sMxsLx££ h[G]+[L]+PHM,M - 0) x (F, F - 0) xB X) from the right
to the left, where sM £ hG \M, M-0), sL £ h (L, L-0) are the generators.
Along the upper part we get xf
(p*£) where p : N x X —»X is the projection;
following the bottom of the square we get

(-id x id, iq))\sM

xsLx^)

= fid)* isM) x £(a„

® (£„-«))

v

£ hl^]+lL]HM ,M-0)xiX,X-K))

®ho(B)JiGiK),

where av and ßv are as in the proof of op. cit. (6.10). Hence, by op. cit. (6.7),

the image of this element in h[Gx+[L]+iiNx E, N x E - BJ s hG[M]~miB)
coincides with the trace of the following endomorphism of hGiK) :

X - D-1)^,

=m

- Ki))7iav - fsM x x))

Y,i-\f+]ß»mßvyiav~fisMxX))

where y: /z*(tV xE,NxE-BxK)^
hG~[N\E, E - K) -» h*G~[N]~[L]iB)
is
(up to the isomorphism) so defined as in the proof of op. cit. (6.10). As in op.
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cit. (6.17), the bracket [•••] = if\K)v(x) for if\K)v as defined in (3.2). Thus
N-.

xNfxXip*t) = trace(x ~ (ï(£) U if\K)v (x)))
since Ty x (p*¿;) = fyj(i(<^)) and every a £ HGiK) is of the form a = *(£) (for
some small X and t, £ hGiX)), the theorem follows. Q

3.3. Remark. The last part of the statement of the theorem, concerning the
index of a self-map of a proper /zG-flat G- ENRß follows in a very neat way
from [DP, 4.4]. All details are given in [Pr3], where a thorough description of
the monoidal stable homotopy category of G-ENRßs following [DP] is also
given.

3.4. Remark. [Do3, (6.17)] looks as follows

*rv* x = ^-l/^'^K

~ (^ x *)]>

* e W-

3.5. Remark. If N = 0 and tVÍ ^ 0, then one easily proves that /, as in 3.1,
can be deformed to a fixed point free map, hence /(/) = 0 (cf. [Prp 4.24(c)]).
On the other hand, the homomorphism if\K)
as in (3.2) is also zero, since
the deformed map restricted to K factors then through (M -0)xKcMxK.

3.6. Example. Let X be a compact ENR and F: / x X —,X a homotopy
such that the maps /0, /, : X —►
X ; /0(x) = F(0, x), fjx) = F(l, x) are
fixed point free. The question whether F can be deformed without altering
/0, /, to a fixed point free homotopy can be answered as follows. F obviously determines a compactly fixed map F.Rx X ^> X. The obstruction to
deform F as wanted is /(F) G h~ (*) for each cohomology theory h*. By the

Lefschetz-Hopf Theorem 3.1,

7(F) = trace(crF*: h\X) -£l» h*HI,dI) x X) S /z*"'(.Y)).
In particular, if we take A* = 7i*, stable cohomotopy, the obstruction can be
computed as a trace lying in Z2 . (This answers a question posed by Geoghegan.)

4. Comments
4.0. We shall shortly sketch what the corresponding ideas should be if we use
Becker and Gottlieb's treatment, instead of Dold's approach to the transfer.
We shall be interested in G-fibrations p: E —>B such that B is a finite
dimensional G-complex and each fiber is //-homotopy equivalent to a finite
//-complex, for G a compact Lie-group, H a suitable subgroup (see [Wa]) of
G. The situations we are interested in are commutative triangles

(4.1)
where S , S are the one-point compactifications of the real representations
M, N and E = E UB . Here S AF is short for (S x B) ABE, where AB is
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smash product of ex-spaces of B and S x B is seen as an equivariant ex-space
with the natural section at oo . For simplicity we only write A instead of AB.
In order not to make the section too long, we shall consider the nonequivari-

ant case, although with the due care it carries over to the general case as already
done by Waner [Wa] or by Lewis et al. [LMM] in the case M = N = 0. We
shall here use freely all duality results of [BG].
Hence, for M = Rm , N = R" we denote S
S" . Let us thus consider commutative triangles

and S

simply by Sm and

S"AF—l^SmAF
(4.2)
such that / preserves the section.
Let p : Ss x B —>EAÊ be a duality map (coevaluation) and p : EAÊ —,S*x B
its dual (evaluation). Consider the sequence of maps of ex-spaces

(S%Si)x5-^S"AFAF^^FASmAFAF
-^FASmASsS(SmASs)AF
where the second arrow sends tAeAê^eAfitAe)Aê.
If A c B is a subcomplex, then the composite (4.3) maps S"aSsx^4u{oo}x.B
into Sm A S5 x EA U {oo} xi,
EA= p~ A , since all maps are ex-maps of B .
Thus 4.3 induces a map

(4.4)

T/:S"+iA(ß/4)^Sm+sA(F/F/1)

which in cohomology defines a homomorphism

(4.5)

xf:h*iE,EJ^h*+m~"iB,A).

In particular, if A = <p,
(4.6)

xf:h*iE)^h*+m~"iB).

4.7. Remark. In light of the paper of Dold and Puppe on duality, trace and
transfer [DP], one sees that (4.6) is the same homomorphism as x* of §2, if

p: E —►
B is an ENRß and
R" xE cV —!■—,Rm x F

B
is the restriction of / to V = f~x (Rm x F), Rm x F c SmAF, R" x F c S" AF.
4.8. Remark. As done in [Pr3] one can give an alternative construction of
the equivariant stable category by defining suspensions as products with
iM, M - 0). In this category, the maps (1) and (2) in (1.3) are invertible;
therefore, the transfer is given by a stable map
xf:B^X
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of degree p = [M] - [N] g ROiG), which, as it is the case in 4.0, is represented
by a map of pairs

iN xS,NxS-0)xB^iM
for a large enough G-module S.
induced by the stable map

xS,M

xS-0)xX

Analogously, the index homomorphism

is

iy.B^B
of degree p, which is the result of composing x f with the projection X —>B.

4.9. Remark. The equivariant transfer defined in §1 generates the equivariant stable homotopy category of G-ENRs. One may prove a generalization
of Schäfer's results [Seh, Kap 5], showing that every stable map of degree
[iVf]-[7V] G ROiG), as in [Pr3], factors through a transfer and a map in the nonstable equivariant homotopy category. Details about these results will appear
elsewhere.
4.10.
is the
Then,
of the

Example. Let p: E = S2 -►S2 be the identity, where S2 = C U {oo}
Riemann sphere, and let /: C —>C x S be such that fiz) = iz , z).
if A* is ordinary cohomology with Z-coefficients, the only relevant part
transfer is
t/:/F°(S2)^/F2(S2)

and ty(l) = I if) = n £ Z = 7F2(S2) (cf. [Pr,, 4.27]).
4.11. For the case of an infinite dimensional base space B the correct set up
is duality in the category of spectra, as done by Clapp in [CI] or its equivariant
analogue (see e.g. [DP or LMS]).
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